cultural representation, this book provides an excellent entry into one of the most fascinating polities in the world. Singapore is a postcolonial, multicultural and multireligious city--state that is uniquely placed at a crossroads between the local, global and transnational. Singapore highlights superbly what Zygmunt Baumann has described as the paradox of culture; indeed, it is a paradoxical cosmopolitan culture.
From a small British colonial trading port in the nineteenth century, Singapore has become a global trading hub par excellence. In many ways Singapore demonstrates the convergence of modernity and post--modernity: an authoritarian city--state constructed out of concentrated capitalism and a highly sophisticated, centralised (matrix--like) governance of power; a global city with national territorial boundaries that are characterised by fluidity but simultaneously engineered through cultural, social and historical processes of self--definition. Selvaraj
Velayutham has argued that 'the fact that Singapore is at once a city--state and a nation presents unique global/local problems and paradoxes'. 1 These problems and paradoxes are brought into sharp focus in Queer Singapore.
As a part of its active and ongoing self--definition, Singapore's approach to sexuality has been powerfully marked by surveillance, repression, regulation, strategic tolerance and control. The production of a heterosexual, family--oriented state has been purposefully engineered. Sexuality in Singapore is micromanaged through various state apparatuses and agencies. Homosexuality remains illegal in Singapore under Section 377A of the Penal Code, a legacy of British colonisation. The history of queer Singapore is one of expanding homosexual visibility and socio--cultural recognition. While in many ways achieving greater normalisation of homosexuality in everyday life, this queer history has been in tandem with the Singapore's instrumental approach to managing sexual citizenship in the legal and public spheres. (18) LGBT activism, when understood through this framework, is asymmetrical and unpredictable in origin and effect.
While I largely agree with Yue that queer culture in Singapore has developed without the attendant overt activist struggles for equality and civil rights that pertain in many other (usually democratic, mainly western) polities, I would argue that it has nonetheless developed in resonance with and in response to rights and liberation discourses in localised and transnational ways.
In terms of human rights activism, for example, LGBT rights claims are reconceptualised within the Singaporean context and translated by the queer social movement in ways that are inventive and novel but nonetheless conscious of the problematic legal situation. Human rights discourse does not always follow a 'normalising and assimilationist' trajectory in terms of claims for legal reform. Taking up the issue of race and sexuality, Robert Phillips explores how queer Indian men in Singapore have to negotiate a sense of belonging to the nation at the same time that they seek social space for their sexual desire. In the final contribution, Audrey Yue presents an in--depth examination of Asia's most successful queer website, Fridae. A perfect demonstration of Yue's governing thesis, Fridae
